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Dear Mr. Cook:

SUBJECT: TauW5hlTT, _ 0F PRLLitilluf Y Sus DwJT SLCTIuW On NUKLL.0MO
ITLM II.E.5.1,silDLAND PLAHT, UHli5 1 Al.D 2

Enclosed for your review and coa.n.nt is the preliminary draf t
section of the hi1 Staff's Safety E'.aluation Report f or hidland Plant,
Units I and 2:

HUREG-0660 Item II.L.S.1 - Design Sensitivity of

B&W Reactors

Your attention is directed in particular to any open items contained within
this draft section. A principal objective of this transmittal is to provide
for tinclj identification and resolution ct any additional analysis, missing
informati ,n, clarifications or other work necessary to resolve outstanding issues.
Please ccatact the Staf f's Project Manager regaraing the need for any neetings
and telephone conferences to this end.

Ycur connents, including schedules for completion of any further analyses or
other work associated with resolution of open items, are requested within
two weeks of this letter.

Sincererly,

Xcbert L. Tedesco, Assistant Directtr
of Licensing

Divislun of Licensing
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RSB OPEN ITEM L

APPENDIX SA

.

1. Provide the design details of the Main Feedwater overfill protection

. system and provide supporting bases for the setpoint and indicate the.f

~

t.effect of this system in preventing overcooling transients.
,

2. Provide the details for the start up testing progra:n which will be used

to verify that the setpoints and flow rates utilized in the AFW 1evel

control system are adequate. Provide the criteria which will be

- utilized for acceptance of the system.
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Appendix SA

'

Design Sensitivity of B&W Reactors
>

,

On October 25, 1979, NRC issued letters to construction pennit holders of B&W-

{
designed plants under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.54f, requesting that they

provide information in six areas that would allow the NRC to determine whether

it is necessary to halt all or portion? of the construction of each facility

pending results of ongoing studies regarding the sensitivity of B&W Plants to

feedwater transients. The specific information requested was (1) identification

and analysis of the most severe overcooling transient or accident, (2) identifi-

cation of whether action of the ECCS or RPS (or operation action) is necessary

to protect the core following the most severe overcooling event identified, (3)

provide a schedule of completion of installation of si,ecific systems and compon-

ents, (4) identify the feasibility of halting installation of these systems and

components as compared to the feasibility of completing installation and then
7

affecting significant changes in these systems and components, (5) coment on

the OTSG sensitivity to feedwater transients and (6) provide recomehJation on
,

hardware and procedures changes related to the need for and methods for damping

primary sistem sensitivity to perturbations in the OTSG. Include details ong

any design adequacy studies that have been perfonned.

The applicant for the Midland plants responded to these requests dated Nove ber 30,

1979. The respanse was revised dated December 4, 1979 and again on April 1, 1980.

(ref. 1) The response includes analyses of a number of postulated overcooling !

transients and accidents including overfeeding the steam generator with main and

auxiliary feedwater, steam generator pressure regulato- failure and main steam
,

lina break.
.
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The maximum amo' int of overcooling was calculated for a postulated main steam

line break for which the intact steam generator was assumed to be overfilled by

auxiliary feedwater. The safety grade FGGG system (Feed Only Good Generator) was

assumed to function to isolate auxiliary feedwater from the ruptured generator.
.

The assumed overfilling of a steam generator causes continued cooldown of the

primary system following the loss of the initial steam generator mass and maximizes

the amount of overcooling. Tne shrinkage of the primary system from this event

caused the pressurizer to drain, HPI to be actuated and voids to be formed in the

primary system loops. The amount at void formation in the loop with the ruptured
3steam generator was calcalated by the applicant to be about 340 ft which was

sufficient to temporarily block natural circulation in that loop. Natural circu-

lation continued in the intact loop even though overcooling by AFW was assumed.

The core remained covered with subcooled water and was adequately cooled. Sensi-

tivity studies were performed for the parameters listed below. In no case was

natural circulation completely lost or core cooling not available.

1) Loss (or availability) of offsite power at reactor trip

2) Loss (or availt.bility) of offsite power at HPI actuation

3) Availability of decay heat

4) Single HPI failure

5) Failure of steam generator level control

6) Pressurizer in broken or intact loop

7) Main steam relief valve failure to close.
!

In addition, the staff performed a bounding overcooling calculation using the

RELAP4 computer code for which both steam generators were assumed to blowdown and

I
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that have occured at B&W-designed reactor plants. The task force concluded that

B&W designed 177-FA plants show some unique levels of sensitivity in their response

and rectsvery from anticipated transients involving overcooling and undercooling

events as well as small-break loss of coolant accidents. The task force further

concluded that the recovery from the above events has often led to undesirable

challanges to engineered safety features (NUREG-0667 Reference 3). Although the

NRC staff has not yet fully implemented the recommendations of NUREG-0667, we

have evaluated the Midland proposals and other design features of the Midland

plants against the NUREG-0667 reconinendation to reduce challanges to engineered

safety features, in particular, the high pressure injection system. To evaluate

the effect of the proposal modifications on reactor system operation, we have

utilized the record of past experience of B&W designed plant operation and the

reconznendation of NUREG-0667 that the challange rate to engineered safety features

be reduced. The applicant has provided a tabulation of 24 overcooling transients

from a total history of 346 reactor trip events at B&W reactors in 40 reactor

years of operation. Of these 24 incidents, five were initiated by pressurizer

relief valve failure, four by AFW over feed, two by main feedwater steam pressure

control failure and leaks, one by pressurizer spray valve failure, ten by main

feedwater overfill and two by the combination of MFW and AFW overfill. A number

of instances of manual ECCS actuation to cope with transients has also occurred.

PORV Failure - Following the THI-2 event of March 1979, modifications were made to

operating B&W plants to prevent the PORY from opening following anticipated tran-

sients. Before that time,162 instances of PORV opening were recorded, five in-

stances of PORV failure have occured at B&W plants which caused the actuation of

ECCS. In the Midland design, the PORY is designed to safety grade criteria and

is protected from failure to close by redundant block valves which will automati-

.
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to be refilled by full flow of both main and auxiliary feedwater. Neither naturel

circulation nor core cooling were calculated to be lost in the staff's calculation.

The staff bounding calculation was repeated using the advanced TRAC computer

code by the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL). The TRAC code permits non-
'

equilibrium treatment of steam and water in the coolant loops. The TRAC analysis

confirmed the results already obtained by the staff and the applicant. All the

above analyses were performed assumi,ng that the Reactoi Protection System functioned,

to trip the reactor and at least partial HPI flow was available to inject into

the reactor system. No operator action was assumed . The RPS and HPI are redundant

and designed to safety grade criteria as discussed in Chapter 6.3 and 7 of this

SER.

The applicant's evaluation of the possibility of return to criticality following

a main steam line break is contained in Chapter 15 of the FSAR and, as is discussed

in Section 15.1.5 of our Safety Evaluation, return to criticality will not occur

for a aain steam line break at Midland. The staff concludes that the core is

adequately protected in the event of an overcooling transient or accident at

Midland.

The NRC 50.54 letter of October 25, 1979 requested that Consumers Power Conipany

provide recommendations on hardware and procedures changes related to the need

for and methods for damping primary system sensitivity to perturtatious in the

OTSG. The changes which have been proposed by Consumers Power Compnay are described

|in Reference 2 and are summarized here in Table 51-1.
.

Following the Crystal River 3 (CR-3) event of February 26, 1980, the NRC staff

established a task force to assess the generic aspects of recent operating events

!

i
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cally close on low reactor pressure at a setpoint above the ECCS actuation setpoint.

This design will reduce the potential for ECCS actuation resulting from PORV failure.

The PORV opening setpoint will be set at a pressure below the reactor trip setpoint

at Midland for the purpose of reducing reactor trip from overpressure.

AFW Overfill - Item II.E.1.2 of N'JREG-0737 requires that auxiliary feedwater pumps

be actuated automatically. Both analysis and operating history have demonstrated

that full flow of auxiliary feedwater will produce overcooling and activation of

ECCS. To prevent this occurrence, the Midland design will inc;ude a safety grade
.

This system will control auxiliary feedwater flow rate toAFW control system.

maintain a steam generator level two feet above the tube sheet when the primary

coolant pumps are operating and at 20 feet for natural circulation. The AFW level

control valve will automatically control the rate of level increase so that at

least 10 minutes will be available for the operator to take manual control of AFW

flow to prevent pressurizer drainage or ECCS actuation. The applicant has calcu-

2- lated that a maximum rate of level increase of 4 inches per minute or approximately

200 gpin per steam generator will provide at least 10 minutes for the operator to

take action.

The system is designed so that the AFW will initially deliver full flow until the
1

steam generators depressurizer sufficiently for the steam bypass valves or atmos-
'

phere dump valves to close so that the water level will begin to increase in the

steam generators. Thus the system is designed to provide full AFW flow until dscay
,

heat level drop sufficiently so that full AFW flow is no longer needed to remove
i

decay heat and then to the throttle back AFW flow automatically to prevent over-

cooling for at least 10 minutes.
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Calculations of Reacter Systems sensi*,ivity to AFW flow were performed by the

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) for the NRC staff using the RELAP4 computer

code. These calculations agree with those of the applicant and indicate that

limiting the rate of auxiliary feedwater flow to approximately 200 gpm per steam

generator will help to minimize the potential for overcooling of the reactor

system. The applicant has comitted to perform preoperational and post fuel

load tests to verify that the setpoints and flow rates utilized in the level

control system are adequate. We require-that the details of this test program

be submitted for our review.

Turbine Bypass Control Failure and Steam Leaks - The applicant analyzed the

consequences of a pressure regulator malfunction which causes the turbine bypass

system and the turbine throttle valves to fully open while operating at power.
,

To maximize overcooling, the calculation assumed that no decay heat was available.

This calculation resulted in drainage of the pressurizer volume into the hot leg

and actuation of ECCS. This event would be equivalent to a main steam line break

2of .25 ft or a steam flow increase of 128% of design. ANL performed a more

realistic evaluation of steam bypass failure following a reactor trip which indi-

cated that the pressurizer would not drain and that ECCS would not be actuated in

the event that only the steam bypass failed open (e.g., without the additional

failure of the turbiae throttle valves and provided that control of feedwater is

maintained and decay heat was present). Although malfunction of valves controlling

steam flow might still cause the ECCS to be actuated at Midland, these events were
,

observed only twice out of the 24 recorded instances of ECCS actuation from tran-

sients. We therefore conclude that since these events do not contribute signifi-

cantly to the potential for pressurizer drainage and ECCS actuation, modifications

are not warranted in this area.-

|

|
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Pressurizer Spray Valve Failure - Although the proposed modifications at Midland

would not prevent overcooling from this occurrence, only one instance of over- |

cooling from a pressurizer spray valve failure has been recorded at B&W plants.

We conclude that since this event does not appear to be a major contributor to

pressurizer drainage and ECCS actuation, no modifications are warranted in this

area.

Main Feedwater Overfill - Overfilling of the steam generators by the main feed-

water system caused ten of the 24 recorded overcooling events. Two additional

events were produced by both main and auxiliary feedwater overfill. The appli-

cant has proposed to install safety grade main feedwater overfill protection.

This feature would reduce the severity of overcooling from main feedwater and

would protect the steam line and turbine from potential damage from the admission

of liquid water into the steam line. The applicant has not submitted the detailed

design basis for this system and we are unable to complete our review at this time.

Overcooling by both AFW and MFW - Two events of overcooling involving both MFW

and AFW have occurred. These were produced by failures of the integrated Control

Syttem(ICS). Control of AFW at Midland will not be accomplished by the ICS and

will be performed with safety grade equipment. We conclude that this type of

event will be unlikely at Midland and no further modifications are warranted.

Manual ECCS Actuation to Cope With Overcooling - NUREG-0667 states that operators

at B&W designed plants have routinely taken immediate actions on reactor trip to

limit the swing in plant parameters and to facilitate recovery to a stable plant

condition. These actions have included starting a second make up pump, HPI acti-
!

!
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vation and isolating letdown flow. Analyses by the applicant and by the Argonne

National Laboratory for the NRC staff have indicated that immediate operator action

(less than 10 minutes) will .not be required at Midland following a reactor trip.

Since the analyses show that loss of pressurizer indication and automatic ECCS

actuation will not occur with or without loss of offsite power provided no other

. failures occur, the need for the operator to actuate ECCS to maintain pressurizer

level is reduced. The applicant's anciyses will be utilized as a basis for develop-

ing plant procedures and operator training. We conclude that the proposed Midland

modifications in feedwater control provide an acceptable approach in reducing use

of ECCS.

Conclusions - Analyses performed by the applicant and confirmed by the NRC have

demonstrated that the core will be protected in the event of postulated overcool-

ing events including accidents involving large breaks in the main steam lines.

We also conclude that the plant modifications being implemented by the applicant

(Table II.E.5.1) will reduce the occurrence rate of overcooling events. The

applicant has not provided the details of the Main Feedwater overfill protection

system or the supporting basis for the setpoint. The applicant also has not

provided details of the start up testing program which will be utilized to verify

that the Auxiliary Feedwater Level Control System is adequate. We require this

information in order to complete our review.

|
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TABLE SA-1 MODIFICATION
PROPOSED BY THE APPLICANT TO REDUCE PLANT

SENSITIVITY

1. Pressurizer Relief Valve (PORV)

Automatic block valve closure 5.2.2,7

PORV Upgrade qualification and Testing 5.2.2,7

PORV and Reactor Trip Setpoint Selection 5.2.2,7

PORY Position Indication 7

1

2. Auxiliary Feedwater Controls

Upgrade of System to Safety Grade 10.4

Controls'to Isolation Steam Generator with Break (FDGG) 7,10.4

AFW Flow Indication 7,10.4

j Automatic AFW Flow Control 7,10.4

3) Main' Feedwater Overfill Protection 10.4,7

4) Anticipatory Reactor Trip on Loss of Feedwater 7

5) Pressurizer Control
i

Increased Level Indication 7

Upgrade of Heaters to Safety Grade 7

6) Operator Response to Transients

Revised Procedures and Training (ATOG)

Expanded Reactor System Instrumentation (Subcooling Meter) 7
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